Using Spreadsheets

Basic outline for creating sliders or Spinners
Type x and y to head two columns
Type a, b, and c in one column, and label a, b and d using the “Name Box”

Type a number, under the x header.

Select Edit > Fill > Series - Series in columns with a step value of 0.01, Stop at 15.
Select the outputted values and label them x

Select cell under y header and enter formula “=a*x^2+b*x+c”
Drag the handle down

Create a Scatter Plot from the Charts icon or Menu

Select View > Toolbars > Forms

Select Select Spinner or Slider from Toolbar.

Using crosshairs drag out a spinner box.
Using right click or Ctrl-Click select Format Control …
Type in Cell reference for a, b and c’s value in Cell Link Box

Play.